Advantage AD®

Compact Design, Comfort Driven

Advantage AD brings the features users demand within a compact design. It consumes less energy, adjusts sound and speed levels to accommodate the environment, and operates hands-free – all while taking less space. What's more, business owners can expect it to last thanks to its durable, vandal-resistant construction.

It's an ideal solution for restroom environments that want to optimize space, energy and user comfort.

- **Fast Dry Time**
  Dries hands in 25 seconds

- **Energy Efficiency**
  Delivers better energy efficiency than many conventional dryers

- **Flexible**
  Adjusts sound and speed with easy dial adjustment

- **Quiet Operation**
  Operation suitable for noise sensitive environments

- **Compact Design**
  Fits space reduced environments

- **Universal Voltage**
  Accepts 110–240 V input
Choose an Advantage AD design for your restroom environment. World Dryer puts visionary products within arm’s reach.